Vote
29

Item
Online help for
version 5

Discussion
The group is disappointed in the up to date nature of
it. Perhaps a downloadable PDF? The help for the
program needs to be prioritized.

JIRA
MSE-52

A refreshed User Manual is being developed and
is slated for release alongside BrM 5.2.3.

There will be a task force meeting tomorrow to discuss
this and the next item. This is something that is very
present on that Task Force mind.
29

28

25

Better
documentation
(User guide and
Installation guide)
Implement Alabama
customization as an
option

Better QC/QA on
contractor

22

Better error
handling

21

We want to keep
inspkey on
Inspection screen
AASHTO to host TAG
and TRT members at
the User Group
Meetings
64-bit rewrite

19

19

17

16

AASHTO
BRIDGEWare
website needs to be
kept up to date
Need to include SHV
Load Ratings now

Status
In Progress

The User Manual will be update to reflect the
additional modules being added to the release.
MSE-52

In Progress
Planned for the BrM 5.2.3 release.

Would like to see Alabama’s customization included in
the software

MSE-53

Planned for the BrM 5.2.3 release.

I see no problem with this implementation. This can
be a Tab or a Task and you can choose to include, or
not include, in the software. Is anyone opposed to
changing the header to being what is in Alabama?
No opposition.
More comprehensive Alpha testing
Bentley recognizes that this is a problem. In the more
recent versions we’ve improved. Our current FDS
documents are more comprehensive. We just had our
annual QA Meeting and are revising the process. We
have a dedicated QA person. We’re looking into
automated testing. If you guys see issues, report
them.
Yes. We want it to fail gracefully and provide more
thorough explanations of issues. One of the security
enhancements that we did to cause certain states to
fail security audits – we had to hide a lot of the
information.
We will keep it.

In Progress

MSE-54

Ongoing
Alpha Test Plans for BrM 5.2.1 have been
redesigned and are currently being completed.

MSE-55

Ongoing

MSE-56

In Progress

MSE-58

Being addressed by the Database TAG.
Complete
Inclusion of additional TAG and TRT members will
be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.
Complete

The Task Force has discussed this with Bentley and we
are looking into the different scenarios. We’re not
sure yet, but are looking at a separate 5.2.1 SP3
release that will be 64-bit.
Someone checked and it said “Coming soon, v. 5.1.3”

MSE-57,
BRM-402

MSE-51

Complete

SHV = Special Hauling Vehicles
Federally required.

MSE-100

In Progress

This is basically just another vehicle field. What do you
want? We can look into adding some fields to capture
some SHVs. There may be some additional items later
that will go along with that.

Will be implemented as part of the BrM 5.2.2
release.

13

Better Oracle
support

It seems as though the system is being worked in SQL
server and then being checked against Oracle. It
seems as though that an Oracle DB is more
problematic than SQL. Since 2/3 of the users are using
Oracle, this should be better supported.

MSE-59

Ongoing
Bentley has focused its efforts on testing Oracle
more aggressively.

Oracle creates an ODBC driver because they have to. If
you do the same database in Oracle and SQL, Oracle is
definitely slower. In 5.2.2 we’ll be abandoning the
reliance on ODBC drivers.
Does Bentley have a full blown version of Oracle to
test against?
We’re working internally to get a newer server to do
more actual development. Moving forward ½ of the
development will be in SQL and Oracle.
Is it Oracle XE or full-blown Oracle?

13

More stress testing

It’s the full version.
25 user mins with reported results

MSE-60

Lesson learned this year. Going forward this will be
part of our testing.

Ongoing
Bentley is currently revising its automated testing
strategy to better stress test the software.

Is it automated stress testing or 25 users?

11

11

8

Change log –
connected to JIRA
issues (log of
resolved issues)

Slow down on
modeling and
analysis project
planning and focus
on performance
inspection
Can we get Crystal
Reports 2013 ASAP

5

SharePoint hosted
site for TAG

1

Auto name files
during uploading for
media files
Not every bug is an
enhancement
request

Bentley to look into automated stress testing tools.
Whenever you come out with an update or a service
pack include whatever is changed or fixed.
We recognize this. The end goal is that projects will be
related with every release. All of it will be traceable.
5.2.1 SP2 will be a little sloppy. 5.2.2 will be most of
the way there. Moving forward it will be 100%
traceable.
This is a constant juggling act and we will continue to
monitor and improve upon this whenever we can.

5.2.1 SP2 is a conversion to 2013. Request it from us
and we’ll send you the license key. Email
BRM@Bentley.com. Eric to resend out his update.

Is there a procedure to have the Task Force analyze
what is a bug v. what is an enhancement?
We’re seeking the approval to complete work. We
don’t draw the distinction between the two. The only
difference are the bugs that are critically broken. If a
bug should trump an enhancement every single time
then we can do that.
Example: Every form, when you make a change

MSE-62

Complete

MSE-61

Ongoing

MSE-63

Complete

MSE-64

Complete

MSE-65

Deferred

N/A

N/A

highlights itself in yellow except for when you get to
the security page for reports. In my opinion, that is a
bug, but it was changed to an enhancement request.
That is a bug.

